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Definition of Forecast Uncertainty
Forecast error Vs forecast uncertainty

Forecast error: actual deviation between a forecast value and a
measured value at one point in time (in the past or present), e.g. mean
absolute error (MAE) or root mean square error (RMSE)

Forecast uncertainty: possible range of forecasting errors (or true
values) in the future
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Definition of Forecast Uncertainty
Confidence interval Vs Forecast interval
Confidence interval: purpose is to compute a statistical metric (e.g.
mean, standard dev.) by taking a random sample from a population
> Interval of values that is likely to contain the population parameter of
interest
Forecast interval: range of values, and the respective probability, that
is likely to contain the real value (not yet observed) of the target
variable
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Definition of Forecast Uncertainty
Golden Rules
1- Uncertainty estimation should be conditional to a set of explanatory
variables, e.g. forecasted wind speed, irradiance, generation level
2- In some cases, forecast uncertainty is wrongly assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution for the forecast errors, which, may lead to a poor
representation of the uncertainty and impact the decision quality
negatively
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Definition of Forecast Uncertainty
(marginal) Forecast interval

No temporal and/or spatial dependency
of forecast errors → only information
from a marginal probability distribution

for a specific lead-time t + k with the forecast horizon k the forecast
interval is defined as

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏

𝜏𝐿
𝑃𝑡+𝑘

≤ 𝑃𝑡+𝑘 ≤

𝜏𝐻
𝑃𝑡+𝑘

= 𝜏𝐻 − 𝜏𝐿 = 𝛼

𝜏 𝐻 and 𝜏 𝐿 are the quantile nominal proportions of the interval
limits L and H
𝛼 the coverage rate that corresponds to the probability of having
the observed value Pt+k inside the forecast interval at hour t + k
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Definition of Forecast Uncertainty
Ensembles

Methods that generate this type of
uncertainty forecasts are very different
across these disciplines

different names, e.g. random vectors (statistics), path forecasts
(econometrics), weather prediction ensembles (meteorology)
m temporal ensembles for time horizon of length T can be defined as:

Samples from a multivariate distribution
density function
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Definition of Forecast Uncertainty
Simultaneous forecast interval
In contrast to marginal intervals, this representation takes into account
the temporal dependency of forecast errors
Probability of having the observed power completely
contained inside the simultaneous forecast interval
during all hours of the time horizon T

Defined as

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏
𝜏𝐿
𝑃1→𝑡+𝑇

𝜏𝐿
𝑃1→𝑡+𝑇
𝜏𝐻
𝑃1→𝑡+𝑇

≤ 𝑃1→𝑡+𝑇 ≤

𝜏𝐻
𝑃1→𝑡+𝑇

= 𝜏𝐻 − 𝜏𝐿 = 𝛼

and
quantile trajectories between 1 and T, and
𝑃1→𝑡+𝑇 the observed wind power trajectory
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Communication of Forecast Uncertainty
“fan” chart: set of
forecast intervals
aggregated in one plot

Misleading information to a decision-maker, e.g. interpret each one of
the quantiles as a possible temporal evolution in time
Marginal intervals can only be interpreted individually for each lead-time
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Communication of Forecast Uncertainty
From a statistical
model

From a physical (NWP
ensemble) model

Wider spread explained by the ability
of NWP ensembles to produce
outliers and also to catch extremes
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Communication of Forecast Uncertainty
“fan” chart: set of
simultaneous
forecast intervals
aggregated in one plot

Quantile trajectories that represent a certain probability of having an observed wind
power lower or equal to that trajectory
Simultaneous forecast intervals with lower coverage are wider than the marginal
intervals
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Communication of Forecast Uncertainty
75 ensemble
members of wind
power at 4 different
model levels for a
48 h-ahead

Spatial-temporal
dependency structure
Nº of ensemble members can vary. A larger number of ensembles might have a higher
probability to represent the actual uncertainty
Yet… if the spread becomes too large such a representation might not provide clear
information any more to the end-user and can increase cognitive load
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Communication of Forecast Uncertainty
“risk” indices, e.g. Normalized
Prediction Risk Index (NPRI)

𝑘2

𝑁𝑃𝑅𝐼 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 =

1

𝜎
𝑘2 − 𝑘1 + 1 𝑖=𝑘1 𝑡,𝑖
𝐽

𝜎𝑡,𝑘 =

𝐽
𝑗
 𝑤𝑗 𝑝Ƹ𝑡+𝑘|𝑡 − 𝑝ҧ𝑡+𝑘|𝑡
𝐽 − 1 𝑗=1

Reference: Pinson, P.,
Nielsen, H. A., Madsen, H.,
Kariniotakis, G. (2009). Skill
forecasting from ensemble
predictions of wind power.
Applied Energy, 86(7), 13261334.

1
2 2

Information on the expected level of
forecast skill, e.g. qualitative
information about the predictability of
the atmosphere situation
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Communication of Forecast Uncertainty
Normalized Prediction Risk Index (NPRI)
The use of the word “risk” might be misleading!

Risk entails two components, uncertainty and exposure, and can be
defined as “exposure to a proposition of which one is uncertain”

These indices provide information about uncertainty, but not about
exposure (i.e., the possible consequences)
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Communication of Forecast Uncertainty
Ramp forecasting
❖ Magnitude
❖ Duration
❖ Ramp rate
❖ Timing
❖ Direction
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Forecasting Marginal Probability Distributions
NWP
deterministic
model

Feature engineering brings added value
(competitive advantage) for improving
forecasting skill
Note: efficient open source statistical
learning algorithms are available!

Statistical learning
algorithm

Marginal probability
distribution

Global Energy
Forecasting Competition 2014
1st and 2nd places: feature
engineering + gradient boosting trees (GBT)
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Gradient Boosting Trees (GBT)
Numerical optimization using steepest-descent in function space by combining base
learners recurrently on modified data that is the output from previous iterations
Start with an initial model, which can be the average of the target variable
𝑁
𝑦𝑖
ൗ𝑁
𝐹 𝑥 =
𝑖=1
Iterate until converge:
1) Calculate negative gradient for each training sample i
−𝑔 𝒙𝑖 = − 𝜕𝐿 𝑦𝑖 , 𝐹 𝒙𝑖 Τ𝜕𝐹 𝒙𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝐹 𝒙𝑖 where L is the loss function (can be
quadratic, absolute error or quantile loss function)
2) Fit a regression tree ℎ 𝒙; 𝑎 using the negative gradients −𝑔 𝒙𝑖 as target variable;
a is the set of hyperparameters of the regression tree
3) 𝐹𝑚 𝑥 = 𝐹𝑚−1 𝑥 + 𝛾 ∙ ℎ 𝒙; 𝑎 , where 𝛾 is a learning parameter. F is updated based
on the negative gradient fitted by the base learner
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Gradient Boosting Trees (GBT)
Advantages
➢ Non-parametric
➢ Can consider different loss functions
➢ Scalable and stable for a high number of explanatory variables (suitable for an
industrial integration)
➢ Available in multiple open source libraries
➢ Parameters tuning can be performed with Bayesian optimization and it is stable
Implementation and software packages

Speed and performance
Parallelizable
2nd order gradients
No quantile loss function!

Speed and performance (> XGBoost)
Low memory usage
Parallelizable
More complex trees
Risk of overfitting!

Flexible handling of categorical
variables (use case specific)
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Ensembles (Methods)
Physically-based ensemble
Multiple NWP
model
parameterizations

Postprocessing

Stochastic NWP
model perturbations

Calibration

Power
conversion
model

Spatial-temporal
ensembles
(including extremes)

Statistically-based ensemble
NWP
deterministic
model

Statistical
learning
algorithm

Statistical
Dependence
structure

Spatial-temporal
trajectories
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Ensembles (Statistically-based)
Probabilistic
Forecast
t+1|t,…, t+k|t

Dependency
Structure
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Evaluation of Probabilistic Forecasts
Calibration
Deviation between forecasted and estimated probabilities, e.g. the 85% quantile
should contain 85% of obs. values lower or equal to its value
quantiles
overestimation
Count the number of times
(test period) the real value is
below the quantile (empirical
proportion)
Nominal quantile: 5%
Empirical: 3.5%

quantiles underestimation

Count the number of times
(test period) the real value is
below the quantile (empirical
proportion)
Nominal quantile: 75%
Empirical: 75%

Source: Pinson, P., Nielsen, H. A., Møller, J. K., Madsen, H., Kariniotakis, G. N. (2007). Non‐parametric probabilistic forecasts of wind power: required properties and
evaluation. Wind Energy, 10(6), 497-516.
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Evaluation of Probabilistic Forecasts
Sharpness
Mean size of the forecast intervals (target: narrow intervals)
Mean value of the interval size
divided by rated power
100% means “ignorance”

Forecast interval, e.g. Q5%Q95% (coverage 90%), Q10%Q90% (coverage 80%),…
Source: Pinson, P., Nielsen, H. A., Møller, J. K., Madsen, H., Kariniotakis, G. N. (2007). Non‐parametric probabilistic forecasts of wind power: required properties and
evaluation. Wind Energy, 10(6), 497-516.
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Evaluation of Probabilistic Forecasts

Resolution

Ability to generate different probabilistic information depending on the forecast
conditions, e.g. different zones of the wind turbine power curve, clear-sky days

Conditional sharpness evaluation: sharpness is
evaluated as a function of the level of predicted
power

Source: Pinson, P., Nielsen, H. A., Møller, J. K., Madsen, H., Kariniotakis, G. N. (2007).
Non‐parametric probabilistic forecasts of wind power: required properties and evaluation. Wind
Energy, 10(6), 497-516.
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Feature Engineering - Motivation
Improve forecasting skill by extracting additional information from
raw data

Process information from continuous streaming data
internet-of-things
➢ Aggregate information from multiple sensors
➢ Explore multilevel information (hierarchical features)

Explain data and uncover relevant information from
unsupervised learning
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Feature Engineering - Concept

CRoss Industry
Standard Process for
Data Mining
CRISP-DM

Feature
engineering area
of the process

OPTIONS
➢ Manual creation of features with
domain knowledge
➢ Automatic extraction of features,
e.g. deep learning techniques
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Manual Feature Engineering
Simple features involving one type of signal
▪ Change over time: Cm+1 = (Xm+1 – Xm)/(tm+1 – tm)
▪ Rate of change over time: RTm= (Cm+1 – Cm)/(tm+1 – tm)
▪ Growth or decay: Gm+1 = (Xm+1 – Xm)/Xm
▪ Rate of growth or decay: RGm= (Gm+1 – Gm)/(tm+1 – tm)
▪ Count of values above or below a threshold value
▪ Moving average = Average of (Xm-p to Xm)
▪ Moving standard deviation = Standard deviation of (Xm-p to Xm)
▪ Etc.
Using multiple time series to create large number of combined features
▪ Simple ratio between the two series
▪ Ratio of changes, rate of change and growth between the two series
▪ Ratio of moving average and moving standard deviation
▪ Ratio of relative averages and relative standard deviation
▪ Etc.
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Automated Feature Engineering

➢ Automatically create features from a
set of related tables
➢ Method known as Deep Feature
Synthesis (Kanter and
Veeramachaneni, 2015)
➢ Deep feature synthesis stacks
multiple transformation and
aggregation operations (which
are called feature primitives
*analogues to basic features in
previous slides) to create
features from data spread across
many tables
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Automatic Feature Engineering
CLASSICAL
Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
(+) simplicity
(-) linear (non-linear versions require parameter tuning)
Source: Hinton, G. E., &
Salakhutdinov, R. R. (2006).
Reducing the dimensionality of data
with neural networks. science,
313(5786), 504-507.

Source: Testolin, A., Stoianov, I., De Filippo De Grazia, M., & Zorzi, M. (2013). Deep unsupervised learning on a
desktop PC: a primer for cognitive scientists. Frontiers in psychology, 4, 251..
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Solar and Wind Power Forecasting
Raw NWP dataset: 2704 variables for the wind power plant and
1014 variables for the PV site
Clear case for feature engineering: how much information can
be extracted from this raw data?

Data available upon request
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Solar Power Forecasting
Overcast

Clear Sky

Temporal Variance

Local NWP information

Partially Cloud Cover

Local
Information
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Solar Power Forecasting

Local NWP information

Partially Cloud Cover

Overcast

Local
Information
Clear Sky
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Solar Power Forecasting

Spatial Grid NWP information

Partially Cloud Cover

Overcast

Spatial NWP
Grid
Clear Sky
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Solar and Wind Power Forecasting
All
Features
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Forecasting Model Chain
Temporal Features
+ Point Forecasts

Spatial Features

NWP for the client
location

Grid of NWP

Gradient Boosting
Trees

PV Power
Forecasts
(point & probabilistic)
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PV Forecasting: Example
Temporal Information

Temporal & Spatial Information

Probabilistic forecasts
• Uncertainty better modeled around the observed values
• Some of the abnormal high uncertainty verified for clear-sky days is removed
Point forecasts
• Some of the over/underestimation situations are resolved
• Improvements on the power peak forecasts for some clear-sky days
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PV Forecasting: Numerical Results
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 1 −

𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
∙ 100%
𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

24h Forecast Horizon
Local Temporal
Information

Grid Spatial
Information

Combination
temporal & spatial
inputs
(best overall
model)
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Wind Power Forecasting

Local
Information
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Wind Power Forecasting

Local
Information
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Wind Power Forecasting
Power and Spatial NWP Grid Comparison

Spatial NWP
Grid

Domain Knowledge
Local Information
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Wind Power Forecasting

44

Automated Features from NWP Grid
Without considering the spatial relation
between the variables

extracted
features

with the spatial relation
between the variables

extracted
features
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Auto-Encoders

Local Information

Automated Features from NWP Grid
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Wind Power Forecasting: Example
Base model

Model spatial &
temporal data
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Wind Power Forecasting: Numerical Results

24h Forecast Time Horizon

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 1 −

𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
∙ 100%
𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
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Wind Power Forecasting: Numerical Results
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Decision-aid Paradigms

Uncertainty

Certainty

Single Attribute
consequence is certain and
unidimensional
> feasible alternative that
maximizes a single objective

for each action there is a
probability distribution
over the possible resulting
consequences

Multiple Attribute
consequence is certain but
multidimensional

> feasible alternative
considering conflicting
objectives [trade-off
analysis]

consequence are uncertain
and multidimensional
Complex interactions
between uncertainty and
multidimensionality
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Decision-aid Paradigms
Certainty

Multiple Attribute

Classical mathematical
programming techniques

➢ Multi-objective
programming
➢ Trade-off analysis
under certainty
➢ Displace ideal

Uncertainty

Single Attribute

non-exhaustive list!

➢ Stochastic
optimization
➢ Robust optimization
➢ Distributionally robust
optimization

➢ Multi-attribute utility
theory
➢ Prospect theory
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An example for Power Flow Solutions…

Uncertainty

Certainty

Power Flow

Optimal Power Flow

“Traditional”
but requires
Input
Variables
Output
load
and DRES forecasts
(point
forecast)
Variables

[x]

PF

[y]

Output
Variables

Input Variables
(point forecast)

[y]

Operational
planning with
[x]
OPF
load and DRES forecasts[z]
Decision
Variables

Input Variables
(uncertainty forecast)

Distribution of DV
Output

Situational
awareness
with
[x]1
PF
Distribution
spatial-temporal
[x]2 uncertainty
[y]
PF

…
[x]N

PF

Robust
Fully stochastic
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An example for Power Flow Solutions…
Input Variables
(uncertainty forecast)
Input Variables
[x]1 forecast)
OPF
(uncertainty

Distribution of DV
Robust
Fully stochastic

Input Variables
[x]2
OPF
[x]forecast)
(uncertainty
1

Output
Output
Distribution
Variables
Output
[y]
Distribution [y]

…
Information
useful
for the
Method
close
toRobust
the
traditional
Complex
from
the
[x]
2
OPF OPF
[x]1 [x]worst-case
[y]
N DSO/Operator?
mathematical
point
ofanalysis
viewDecision
and
…
[z]
SOPF
[x]challenging
from the Variables
2 [x]
N
Decision
Distribution
computational
point of view
…
variables
[z][z]
[x]N
Decision
risk preferences (e.g., probability variables
threshold for voltage violation)
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Decision-aid Pitfalls
• Justify the use of Gaussian distributions with central limit theorem (CLT)
– CTL assumes the i.i.d. real valued random variables have a common distribution
function, e.g. wind forecast errors distribution’s shape changes from site to site

• Confusion between multiple-supplier (or multi-model) with ensemble
forecasts (not forecast uncertainty)
• Neglect dependency between random variables, e.g. wind power and
electricity price forecasts
• Confusion between autocorrelation and temporal dependency structure
• Decision quality evaluation
– Decision-maker risk profile (averse, prone, neutral) is not considered, e.g. a risk averse
decision-maker would prefer an alternative with lower total profit since is less exposed
to large financial losses in case of extreme errors or prices
– Scoring rules used for quantile assessment can be directly used to assess the forecast
value in use cases with convex loss functions, but only when the expected-value
paradigm (risk neutral) is applied
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Setting Operating Reserve Requirements
•

The operation of electric energy systems must take into account possible unbalances
regarding foreseen generation and load
•
•
•

Failures of the generating units
Load forecast errors
Wind, Solar, etc, forecast errors

•

This leads to the need of an Operational Reserve able to respond to possible problems

•

Generating units that can take load immediately or in a short period

•

The System Operator (SO) must define this reserve for the next hours

•

The recent increase in wind and solar power penetration turned this exercise more difficult,
due to the forecasting uncertainty
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Setting Operating Reserve Requirements
L: Uncertain Load

Decision
Aid

C: Uncertain
Conventional
Generation

System Generation
Margin Model
M=(C+W)-L

Risk/Reserve
Curve

W: Uncertain
RES Generation

Probabilistic Model

Risk/Reserve Cost
Curve

Phase
Preferred
Reserve Level

Reserve Price
[e.g., capacity price in
€/MW]

Decision Maker
Preferences
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RES Uncertainty Forecasting
• The forecasted uncertainty of wind power is expressed with a marginal
probability distribution
• Conditional quantile
• pdf
• The decision-aid problem is not
multi-period
• Non-Gaussian representation of
uncertainty
• PMF approximated by assigning
the mid-point between two
consecutive quantiles to the area
between the two quantiles
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Tails Estimation of RES Probabilistic Forecast
• System operators are risk averse → estimation of extreme quantiles becomes
a key requirement
F(Pt+k)
?
• The estimation of the cumulative distribution
100%
function is extended to the estimated
95%
quantiles using interpolation with exponential
functions(*)

5%

?
𝑞 (5%)

𝑞 (95%)

Pt+k

(*) P. Pinson, G. Papaefthymiou, B. Klockl, H. A. Nielsen, and H. Madsen, “From
probabilistic forecasts to statistical scenarios of short-term wind power production,”
Wind Energy, vol. 12, no. 1, pp. 51–62, 2009.
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Tails Estimation of RES Probabilistic Forecast
• System operators are risk averse → estimation of extreme quantiles becomes
a key requirement
F(y)
• The estimation of the cumulative distribution
100%
function is extended to the estimated
95%
quantiles using interpolation with exponential
functions(*)
P
Taking y = P t+k , F y is estimated by
max

0,

 q (5%)  0.05  
  . exp
 ,
. ln

y





 ,
 N
( 95%)
 1 − 0.95  
1 −  . exp 1 − q

 ,
.
ln
 1− y

  





1,

y=0

5%


 q (5%)  
y = i. , i  1,..., 





( N %)
y=q
,  N  5,...,95
y = q (95%) + j. ,

1 − q (95%)  
j  1,..., 





y =1

𝑞 (5%)

𝑞 (95%)

y
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Tails Estimation of RES Probabilistic Forecast
• System operators are risk averse → estimation of extreme quantiles becomes
a key requirement
F(y)
• The estimation of the cumulative distribution
100%
function is extended to the estimated
95%
quantiles using interpolation with exponential
functions
P
Taking y = P t+k , F y is estimated by
max

0,

 q (5%)  0.05  
  . exp
 ,
. ln

y





 ,
 N
( 95%)
 1 − 0.95  
1 −  . exp 1 − q

 ,
.
ln
 1− y

  





1,

5%

y=0


 q (5%)  
y = i. , i  1,..., 





( N %)
y=q
,  N  5,...,95

𝑞 (5%)

𝑞 (95%)

y

δ. Pmax

y = q (95%) + j.thickness
,
parameter for the exponential

interpolation


1 − q (95%)  
j  1,..., 

 


y =1
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Tails Estimation of RES Probabilistic Forecast
• System operators are risk averse → estimation of extreme quantiles becomes
a key requirement
F(y)
• The estimation of the cumulative distribution
100%
function is extended to the estimated
95%
quantiles using interpolation with exponential
functions
P
Taking y = P t+k , F y is estimated by
max

0,

 q (5%)  0.05  
  . exp
 ,
. ln

y





 ,
 N
( 95%)
 1 − 0.95  
1 −  . exp 1 − q

 ,
.
ln
 1− y

  





1,

y=0

5%


 q (5%)  
y = i. , i  1,..., 





( N %)
y=q
,  N  5,...,95
y = q (95%) + j. ,

1 − q (95%)  
j  1,..., 

 


y =1

𝑞 (5%)

𝑞 (95%)

y
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Tails Estimation of RES Probabilistic Forecast
About thickness parameter…
• It is not correct to assume that all hours will have the same expected generation

How to solve that?
(50%)

qො t=1

(50%)

qො t=2
…

(50%)

qො t=N

Construct 10 intervals by sampling
quantiles from the estimated quantile
50%, spaced by 10% increments

Pt=1
Pt=2
…
Pt=N

𝑄90%

Pmax

Mean of the correspondents Pt values
𝜌1

(50%)

𝑄20% …

𝑄10%

0

𝜌2

…

𝜌10

Given qො t=N+1 , check the correspondent interval and use the associated 𝜌 value
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Calculation of the System Generation Margin

FFT

Independency of
forecast errors?

FFT
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Independency of Forecast Errors
• The subject is independence between the uncertainties of generation and load
in a specific hour
➢ not between wind generation and load as a function of time
➢ Therefore, the dependence in one hour might be negligible
➢ Mathematical convolution with FTT can be applied
Scatter plot between load and forecast errors in DK1 area of Denmark

•
•
•

Errors transformed with the
empirical CDF to the unit interval
Empirically, assumption of
independence may be valid
Kendall rank correlation = 0.044

Otherwise, we need to use copula
theory
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Probabilistic Model and Risk Indices
M

LOLP = m0 f M (m )

R=0 MW

A

LOLPA= 0.64 ; LOLPB= 0.033

LOLE = LOLP  T
LOLEA= 38.3 min/hr ; LOLEB= 2 min/hr

M+R

B



m 0

m  f M (m )

EPNSA= 212.3 MW ; EPNSB= 2.82 MW

R=800 MW
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Risk Indices for Downward Reserve
• During valley hours when the load is low, the wind generation uncertainties
may lead to generation surplus
• In power systems with feed-in support schemes, RES cannot be curtailed
(regulatory constraint) or it is very expensive
• The current solutions are mainly deterministic and pump power storage is an
important asset

Risk represents the probability of having generation surplus in the short term, as
the result of load and generation uncertainties
•

Probabilistic of Wasting Renewable Energy (PWRE)

•

Expected Energy Surplus (EES [MWh])

•

Conditional Expected Value of Energy Surplus (XES)
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Decision-aid Phase
max
accepted
LOLP
Recommended
reserve

Cost of the
recommended
reserve

Risk
Threshold
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Decision-aid Phase
EqCCost , Risk (r ) = Cost(r ) +   Risk (r )

μ=6.25 €/MWh

Constant Tradeoff (Equivalent
Cost Approach)

the TSO is willing to give up ∆C units
of cost for ∆E units of EENS
not interested in changing from A to
B’, since μ = 10 €/MWh
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Decision-aid Phase

Variable Tradeoff (Value
Function)

• Additive value function in the form vCost,Risk(r)=kC.vC(r)+kR.vR(r)
• The value functions and weights are assessed by a interaction process with
the decision maker (e.g., TSO)
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Constant Tradeoff (Equivalent
Cost Approach)

Decision-aid Phase: Example
μ=50 €/MWh

Equivalent cost: 5084.8€; R=510 MW
EENS=27.2 MWh; cost=3724€

μ=150 €/MWh

Equivalent cost: 6357.5€; R=730 MW
EENS=6.7 MWh; cost=5352€
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Variable Tradeoff (Value
Function)

Decision-aid Phase: Example
vcost and vEENS linear

value: 0.7966; R=510 MW
EENS=27.2 MWh; cost=3724€

vcost linear; vEENS exponential

value: 0.9641; R=340 MW
EENS=62.3 MWh; cost=2474€
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Decision Outcome: Example
2000

Upward Reserve, LOLP=0.5%

1800
1600

MWh

1400

1200

We are not forecasting
mobilized reserve!

1000
800
600
400

200
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Hour

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

I6

Rule 2

Rule 1

Mob. Res.
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Decision Outcome: Example
800

Upward Reserve, LOLP=0.5%

700
600

MWh

500
400
300
200
100
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Hour

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

I6

Rule 2

Rule 1

Mob. Res.
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Another Problem….

Extreme RES penetration scenarios requires the revision of the
net transfer capacity (import)
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Probabilistic approaches can measure risk….
Probability of Wasting Generation - PWG (Risk Index):
Max Import NTC:

0.04%
2.5%
0.2%
0.5%
0.58%
1500MW
1600MW
1700MW
1800MW
1900MW

Probabilidade

Probability

0.00075

0.00050

0.00025

0.00000
-6000

-4000

-2000

0

Margem
do Sistema [MW]
System Margin [MW]

3000
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Probabilidade

Probability

Probabilistic approaches can measure risk….
Even with a max
import NTC set to
zero, the PWRE is
63%

1e-03

Suggested max
import NTC: 0 MW

5e-04

0e+00
-2000

0

Margem do Sistema [MW]
System Margin [MW]

2000

In this case the
operator can also
get information
about the expected
value of curtailed
renewable energy
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❖ Uncertainty forecasting taxonomy

❖ Overview of RES forecasting methodologies
❖ The importance of feature engineering in RES forecasting

❖ Overview of decision-aid paradigms
❖ Integration of forecast uncertainty in decision-making
Electricity Market Bidding

❖ Concluding remarks and avenues of future research
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Working with Uncertainty Forecasts
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Bidding in the Electricity Market
• Different rules (e.g., deviation penalties) and market sessions across
countries
Profit,
hour h

realtime
price

DA price

devh

DA
DA
RT
RT
DA
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
 h = ph  qh + ph  (qh − qh ) − pen  devh
DA bid

real-time
delivery

Deviation
penalty

• Representation of uncertainty: marginal distributions (e.g., quantiles,
pdf, pmf) for each lead-time → “uni-temporal” problem
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Decision-aid Paradigms
• We consider three different decision paradigm
• Expected profit – risk neutral

𝑀

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞𝐷𝐴,ℎ  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑚 ∙ 𝜋ℎ𝑚 𝑞𝐷𝐴,ℎ
𝑚=1

• More decision paradigms to follow…
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Trade-off Analysis – Deterministic & Multicriteria

Probability density

Objective function: Max E(Profit) + β*CVaR

Profit
th
CVaR is the expected value of
the profit below threshold, th
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Utility Theory – Stochastic & Single and
Multicriteria
Decision Maker’s
Preference
(Utility Function)
1.0
Risk
Averse

𝑈ℎ𝑚 =

1−𝑒

𝛽=0: neutral
Risk
Neutral

0.5

1
1−𝑒 𝛽

𝛽 𝜋𝑚 −𝜋𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜋𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝜋𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝛽 <0: risk averse
𝛽 >0: risk prone
Risk Prone

0.0
Lowest
Profit

Objective function: Max E(Utility)

Highest
Profit
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Utility Theory – Stochastic & Single and
Multicriteria
Expected Profit vs. CVAR
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❖ Uncertainty forecasting taxonomy
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❖ The importance of feature engineering in RES forecasting

❖ Overview of decision-aid paradigms
❖ Integration of forecast uncertainty in decision-making
❖ Concluding remarks and avenues of future research
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RES Forecasting Challenges
• New business models for forecasting services
– Collaborative forecasting
– Forecast data market, e.g. blockchain & smart contracts

• Combine heterogenous sources, e.g. remote sensing,
geographically distributed measurements, satellite
images
• Spatial-temporal uncertainty representation
– Conditional copulas (e.g., wind direction)
– Multivariate “ellipsoidal prediction regions” for time-coupled
chance-constrained or robust stochastic optimization
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Present (and Future?) Challenges
Stochastic optimization tools present high
computational time (slow advices to human operators)

Lack of business cases that perform cost-benefit
analysis of stochastic approaches

Cognitive load of human operators in the presence of
probabilistic information for a large electrical network
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Present (and Future?) Challenges
Integrate forecast uncertainty
in “imitation learning” (imitate
decisions made by experts)

Ease the acceptance of
the information about
uncertainty by the human
operator

Design local (or segmented)
stochastic optimization
methods

Decrease the
computational time, as
well as complexity in
visualizing forecasted
information

Invest in new visualization
techniques

Reduce information into a
manageable amount of
data and alarms

Answers in the new Horizon 2020 project Smart4RES (coordinated by
ARMINES)
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